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Abstract—As performance and energy efficiency have become the main challenges for next-generation high-performance computing,
asymmetric multi-core architectures can provide solutions to tackle these issues. Parallel programming models need to be able to suit
the needs of such systems and keep on increasing the application’s portability and efficiency. This paper proposes two task scheduling
approaches that target asymmetric systems. These dynamic scheduling policies reduce total execution time either by detecting the
longest or the critical path of the dynamic task dependency graph of the application, or by finding the earliest executor of a task. They
use dynamic scheduling and information discoverable during execution, fact that makes them implementable and functional without the
need of off-line profiling. In our evaluation we compare these scheduling approaches with two existing state-of the art heterogeneous
schedulers and we track their improvement over a FIFO baseline scheduler. We show that the heterogeneous schedulers improve the
baseline by up to 1.45× in a real 8-core asymmetric system and up to 2.1× in a simulated 32-core asymmetric chip.
Index Terms—Scheduling, Heterogeneous, Multi-core
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1 INTRODUCTION
The use of asymmetric multi-core architectures forms an
appealing solution in high-performance computing to tackle
the power wall. These architectures increase energy effi-
ciency [1], [2], [3] by featuring different types of processing
cores designed to target performance or power optimiza-
tion.
To effectively utilize such systems taking into account
their heterogeneity, load balancing and scheduling become
two of the main challenges [4]. An approach towards these
challenges is the use of task-based programming models [5],
[6], [7], [8]. The modern task-based programming models
schedule tasks dynamically according to the availability of
resources. They also allow the specification of dependencies
between tasks, enabling the runtime system to automatically
perform scheduling and synchronization decisions.
Even though task-based programming models is a pow-
erful mechanism, the efficient mapping of ready tasks to
different types of cores on an asymmetric system remains a
challenge. Task-based parallel applications expose different
characteristics that can affect the total application duration
such as complex task dependency graphs (TDGs) with long
critical paths or different levels of task cost variability.
These characteristics influence researchers to develop smart
scheduling techniques within a task-based programming
model and accelerate the overall application. The criticality-
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aware schedulers detect the critical tasks of an application
and increase performance by running critical tasks on fast
cores. Some previous works [9], [10], [11], [12] tackled
this issue using static scheduling over the whole TDG
to statically map tasks to processors on a heterogeneous
system. However, they required the knowledge of profiling
information and most of them were evaluated on synthetic
randomly-generated TDGs.
In this paper, we propose two novel dynamic task sched-
ulers that detect the critical path of the in-flight dynamic
snapshot of the TDG. Moreover, we make a study of the po-
tential of the proposed dynamic scheduling techniques com-
pared to existing dynamic heterogeneous schedulers [11],
[13]. Specifically we compare our approaches to the the
criticality aware task scheduler (CATS) [13] as well as a dy-
namic implementation of the heterogeneous earliest finish
time scheduler (HEFT) [11]. We implement these scheduling
policies in the OmpSs [5], [14] programming model that
supports dynamic scheduling and dependency tracking.
Compared to previous works, all the scheduling policies
described and evaluated in this paper are based on informa-
tion discoverable at runtime, are implementable and work
on a real asymmetric multi-core platform with real applica-
tions and therefore, using real TDGs. The contributions of
this paper are the following:
• The Critical Path scheduler (CPATH) that dynami-
cally assigns the tasks that belong to the critical path
of the TDG to the fast cores of the system. To do
so, CPATH tracks the execution time of the tasks,
assigns cost-based priorities and, according to these
priorities it detects the critical tasks.
• The Hybrid Criticality scheduler (HYBRID) that in-
corporates the features of CPATH and CATS [13] by
assigning to the fast cores tasks that belong either to
the critical path or to the longest path of the TDG,
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2TABLE 1: Acronyms used in the paper
Acronym Meaning
TDG Task Dependency Graph
CATS Criticality-Aware Task Scheduler
CPATH Critical Path-Aware Scheduler
HEFT Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
dHEFT Dynamic Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
BF Breadth-First
HYBRID Hybrid Criticality-Aware Scheduler
FIFO First-In First-Out
plist Predecessors’ List
slist Successors’ List
tt-is Task Type - Input Size
depending on the runtime circumstances. HYBRID
uses mixed priorities that are cost-based or level-
based. This technique also keeps track of the task
costs but if this information is not available it uses the
mechanisms of CATS that dynamically detects the
longest dependency chain of the in-flight dynamic
state of the TDG
• An evaluation of the proposed CPATH and HYBRID
schedulers compared to the state of the art hetero-
geneous schedulers CATS [13] and HEFT [11], all
of them implemented in the OmpSs programming
model. Moreover we evaluate these approaches next
to the default FIFO scheduler that serves as our
baseline. The results show that all heterogeneous
schedulers improve overall performance reaching
up to 45% improvement. Furthermore, we describe
their features such as the high per-task overheads of
CPATH, the inability of dHEFT to improve perfor-
mance when the task number increases as well as
the benefit of HYBRID scheduler compared to CATS
when task cost variability increases.
Table 1 shows the acronyms that we use in the next sections.
2 BACKGROUND
The OmpSs programming model is a task-based program-
ming model that offers a high level abstraction to the imple-
mentation of parallel applications for various homogeneous
and heterogeneous architectures [5], [14]. It enables the
annotation of function declarations with the task directive,
which declares a task. Every invocation of such a function
creates a task that is executed concurrently with other tasks
or parallel loops. OmpSs also supports task dependencies
and dependency tracking mechanisms [7]. OmpSs is built
with the support of the Mercurium compiler, responsible for
the translation of the OmpSs annotation clauses to source
code, and the Nanos++ runtime system, responsible for the
internal creation and execution of the tasks.
Nanos++ is an environment that serves as the runtime
platform of OmpSs. It provides device support for het-
erogeneity and includes different plug-ins for implementa-
tions of schedulers, throttling policies, barriers, dependency
tracking mechanisms, work-sharing and instrumentation.
This design allows to maintain the runtime features by
adding or removing plug-ins, facilitating the implementa-
tion of a new scheduler, or the support of a new architecture.
The implementations of the different scheduling policies
in Nanos++ perform various actions on the states of the
tasks. A task is created if a call to this task is discovered but
it is waiting until all its inputs are produced by previous
tasks. When all the input dependencies are satisfied, the task
becomes ready. The ready tasks of the application at a given
point in time are inserted in the ready queues as stated by
the scheduling policy. Ready queues can be thread-private
or shared among threads. When a thread becomes idle, the
scheduling policy picks a task from the ready queues for that
thread to execute. The default OmpSs scheduler employs a
breadth-first policy (BF) [15] and implements a single first-
in-first-out ready queue shared among all threads. When a
task is ready, it is inserted in the tail of the ready queue
and when a core becomes available, it retrieves a task from
the head of the queue. BF does not differentiate among core
types and assigns tasks in a first-come-first-served basis. We
use this scheduler as our baseline.
The Nanos++ internal data structures support task pri-
oritization. The task priority is an integer field inside the
task descriptor that rates the importance of the task. If the
scheduling policy supports priorities, the ready queues are
implemented as priority queues. In a priority queue, tasks are
sorted in a decreasing order of their priority. The insertion
in a priority queue is always ordered and the removal of a
task is always from the head of the queue, i.e., the task with
the highest priority. The priority of a task can be either set
in user code, by using the priority clause, which accepts an
integer priority value or expression, or dynamically by the
scheduling policy, as is described in the next section.
3 HETEROGENEOUS SCHEDULING
The efficient scheduling problem has been intensively stud-
ied for asymmetric systems. In this section we describe four
scheduling approaches that target such systems. The first
three are based on separating the tasks into groups of critical
and non-critical tasks and assign each group to one core
type: the critical tasks to the fast cores and the non-critical
tasks to the slow cores. The difference between these three
approaches is the way of considering a task critical. First is
the Criticality-Aware scheduler (CATS) [13], which detects
the critical tasks based on their bottom level. Secondly, the
Critical Path scheduler (CPATH), proposed in this paper,
that detects the critical path of the dynamic (TDG) with the
help of bottom cost based priorities. The Hybrid Criticality
scheduler (HYBRID), proposed in this paper, uses both bot-
tom level and bottom cost based priorities. Last, we describe
a dynamic implementation of HEFT scheduler (dHEFT) [11],
that for every task it detects the processor that finishes its
execution at the earliest possible time. All of the described
schedulers operate at runtime on the dynamic snapshots
of the TDG. CPATH, HYBRID and dHEFT perform on-line
profiling of the task execution time without considering
inter-task communication costs, given the uncertainty of
data movement latency that hides in the cache hierarchy
of an asymmetric multi-core system with prefetching.
3.1 Criticality-Aware Task Scheduler
The Criticality-Aware Task Scheduling generally applies to
task-based programming models supporting task depen-
dencies, but for simplicity we explain it in the context of
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Fig. 1: Task submission with CATS. Nodes are marked with
the bottom level of each task. Pattern-filled nodes mark the
critical tasks.
the OmpSs programming model. CATS uses bottom-level
longest-path priorities and consists of three steps:
Task prioritization: when a task is created and added to
the TDG, it is assigned a priority and the priority of the rest
of tasks in the graph is updated accordingly.
Task submission: when a task becomes ready, i.e., all its
predecessors finished their execution, it is submitted to a
ready queue. At this point, the algorithm decides whether
the task is considered critical or non critical. The task is
then inserted in the corresponding ready queue: tasks in the
critical ready queue will be executed by fast cores, and tasks
in the non-critical ready queue will be executed by slow cores.
Task-to-core assignment: when a core becomes idle, it
tries to retrieve a task from its corresponding ready queue
to execute it. If the queue is empty, it might try to steal from
the other queue according on the work stealing policy.
These steps are performed dynamically and potentially
in parallel in different cores. Thus, while some tasks are be-
ing prioritized, previously created tasks may be submitted,
and others assigned to available cores or executed.
To give an overview of the scheduling process, Figure 1
shows a scheme of the operation of CATS. In the TDG on the
left, each node represents a task and each edge of the graph
represents a dependency between two tasks. The number
inside each node is the bottom level of the task: the length of
the longest path in the dependency chains from this node to
a leaf node. The priority of a task is given by its bottom level.
The pattern-filled nodes indicate tasks that are considered
critical. The number outside each node is the task id and
is used in the text to refer to each task. Critical tasks are
inserted in the critical queue, and non-critical tasks to the
non-critical queue. The insertion is ordered with the highest
priorities at the head of the queue and the lowest priorities
at the tail. Slow cores retrieve tasks from the head of the
non-critical queue and fast cores from the critical queue. The
following sections describe these scheduling steps in detail.
3.1.1 Task Prioritization
Each task in the TDG has a list to include its predecessors
(plist). Every time an edge is added into the TDG on the
creation of a new task, the corresponding predecessor of
the dependency is added in the plist of its successor. For
example, in Figure 1, when the dependency between tasks 2
1 void prioritize_task(task *succ) {
2 int blev = succ->priority;
3 list plist = plistOf(succ);
4 task *currPred;
5 while( not isEmpty(plist) ) {
6 currPred = plist.next();
7 if(priorityOf(currPred) < blev+1) {
8 currPred->priority = blev+1;
9 if(isReady(currPred))
10 readyQueueOf(currPred)->reorder();
11 prioritize_task(currPred);
12 }
13 }
14}
Listing 1: Pseudo-code task prioritization with CATS.
and 5 occurs, the task number 2 is inserted into the plist of
the task number 5. Thus, the plist of task number 5 becomes
{2}. Accordingly, the plist of task number 10 will be {2, 9}
when the edge 9→10 is inserted to the TDG.
The priority given to a task is the bottom level of the task.
The bottom level is computed by traversing the TDG upwards
starting from the successor that the currently created edge
is pointing to. The priority of this successor is 0 because
it is a leaf node of the graph, as it is the last created task.
Then, using plist for each task, the algorithm navigates to the
upper levels of the TDG and updates the priority on each
visited node. This way not all the graph is updated, but only
the tasks that are predecessors in the paths to the new edge.
The algorithm also stops going up through a path, when it
finds a priority larger than the one it would be updated to.
Listing 1 shows the algorithm for task prioritization. The
complexity of this is O(n2), n being the number of tasks.
This function is called on the creation of a new edge with
the successor as argument. The algorithm traverses the plist
of the successor task (line 5) and if the priority of the current
predecessor is lower than the bottom level of the successor
plus one, it updates the current predecessor’s priority to
that value (lines 7-8). If the updated predecessor task is
ready (i.e., it sits in one of the ready queues), the scheduler
reorders the ready queue so it remains ordered considering
the updated priority (lines 9-10). Then, the same actions are
performed recursively for each predecessor of the plist to
update all the possible upward paths from the successor.
The terminate conditions for the TDG navigation are
two: (a) if the plist of the current task (currPred) is empty,
so either we reach an entry node or the predecessors of the
task have finished execution; or (b) if the priority of the
current task (currPred) remains unchanged, which means
that the successor task (succ) does not belong to the longest
path because its predecessor already has a higher priority.
3.1.2 Task Submission
The purpose of this step is to divide the tasks into two
groups: critical and non-critical. Critical tasks are tasks that
belong to the longest path of the dynamic TDG, namely the
path with the maximum number of tasks (or nodes). Thus,
the longest path starts from the task with the maximum
bottom level. At runtime, the longest path changes as tasks
complete execution and new tasks are created. CATS man-
ages to detect these changes and dynamically decide if the
submitted task belongs to the longest path of the TDG.
When a task’s dependencies are satisfied, the task be-
comes ready for execution and is to be inserted in the ready
4maxPriority = 1, maxTaskSucc = { }
maxPriority = 6, maxTaskSucc = {4, 5, 6, 10}
maxPriority = 5, maxTaskSucc = {8}
...
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Fig. 2: Task submission. Gray nodes indicate finished tasks
and pattern-filled nodes indicate critical tasks.
queues. Ready queues are priority queues that keep tasks in
a decreasing order of task priorities, i.e., the task with the
maximum priority resides on the head of the queue. Critical
tasks are inserted in the critical queue and non-critical tasks
in the non-critical queue. The pattern-filled nodes in Figure 1
represent the critical tasks in that graph.
To determine the criticality of a task, CATS keeps track
of the last discovered critical task. Then, for each task that
becomes ready, CATS checks the following conditions: (a)
if the priority of the current ready task is higher or equal
to the priority of the last discovered critical task and, (b)
if the current ready task is the highest-priority immediate
successor of the last discovered critical task.
The task that satisfies the second condition is a task with
a lower priority than the maximum but the task belongs to
the longest path because it is the highest priority immediate
successor of the last detected critical task.
Listing 2 shows a simplified version of the task submis-
sion code, that is of complexity O(n) (n is the number of
tasks). The variable maxPriority (line 1) is used to store
the priority of the last critical task, and maxPriorityTask
(line 2) is used to store the last critical task. Initially,
maxPriority is set to 1 and maxPriorityTask is set to
NULL. This avoids the scheduling of independent tasks (i.e.,
tasks with zero priority) to fast processors at the start of the
execution. On the first ready task, if its priority is higher or
equal than 1 (line 5) , it is considered to be the first task of
the longest path. Therefore, it is inserted in the critical queue
and the variables maxPriority and maxPriorityTask
are updated accordingly (lines 9-11) to determine correctly
the criticality of the next submitted task.
If the priority of the submitted task is equal to
maxPriority - 1, we check if it also belongs to the
successors of the task with the maximum priority (lines 6-7)
and therefore to the longest path. If these two conditions are
met, the task is determined to be critical, it is inserted in the
critical queue and, as before, the variables maxPriority
and maxPriorityTask are updated (lines 9-11). In the
rest of the cases the task is not considered critical and it
is inserted in the non-critical queue.
Figure 2 shows an example of a TDG during task
submission. The gray nodes in the graph are tasks that
have finished execution and the pattern-filled nodes are
critical tasks. The numbers inside the nodes indicate their
1 int maxPriority = 1;
2 task *maxPriorityTask = NULL;
3
4 void submit_task(task *t) {
5 if( t->priority >= maxPriority or
6 (t->priority == maxPriority-1 and
7 t ∈ succListOf(maxPriorityTask)) )
8 { //the task is critical
9 critical_queue.push(t);
10 maxPriority = priorityOf(t);
11 maxPriorityTask = t;
12 return;
13 }
14 //the task is non-critical
15 non_critical_queue.push(t);
16}
Listing 2: Pseudo-code for task submission with CATS.
priority and the numbers outside the nodes show the task
id, which is assigned in task creation order. The variable
maxPriority corresponds to the priority of the last critical
task and the maxTaskSucc is the list of the successors of the
last critical task, filled with the task ids of the successors.
Initially, maxPriority is set to 1 and maxTaskSucc is
empty. When task 2 is about to be submitted, it is inserted
in the critical queue because its priority is higher than the
maximum, which at the beginning is 1. Then, the value
of maxPriority is set to 6 (priority of task 2), and the
maxTaskSucc list is updated with the successors of task 2.
At the point where all the gray tasks have finished execu-
tion, the values of maxPriority and maxTaskSucc are
updated as shown in Figure 2. For every newly-ready task,
the conditions listed above are evaluated. When task 7 is
submitted, it is not considered as critical because it does
not belong to the maxTaskSucc list and its priority is not
equal to maxPriority-1. Contrarily, task 8 satisfies both
conditions and so the task is inserted in the critical queue.
3.1.3 Task-to-Core Assignment
Task-to-core assignment takes place dynamically and in par-
allel to the previous steps and its time complexity is O(n),
n being the number of tasks. When a core becomes idle, it
checks the corresponding ready queue (depending on the
core type) to get a task to execute. Fast cores retrieve critical
tasks from the critical queue, while slow cores retrieve non-
critical tasks from the non-critical queue. Each ready queue
is shared among the cores of the same type so there is no
need for work stealing among cores of the same type.
If tasks in an application are imbalanced, i.e., the major-
ity are non-critical and only a few tasks are critical, or vice
versa, one of the types of processors would be overloaded
and the other would starve for work. This can happen in
applications with wide graphs and a large amount of tasks,
where the ratio between critical tasks and the total amount
of tasks may be small. To leverage the resources, the work-
stealing mechanism for CATS lets fast cores steal work from
slow cores whenever the critical queue becomes empty.
3.2 Critical Path Scheduler
The Critical Path scheduler (CPATH) dynamically detects
the critical path of the TDG. Like CATS, CPATH separates
tasks into two groups: critical and non-critical tasks. The
detected critical tasks are executed by the fast cores in the
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Fig. 3: Priority assignment taking into account the task costs.
Task costs are assumed known and are shown in the tables.
system and non-critical tasks are executed by slow cores.
The difference with CATS is the algorithm for critical path
detection. CPATH takes into account the task execution
time, about which CATS is unaware. To do so, CPATH
implements a more complex and accurate critical path detec-
tion algorithm that takes into account task execution time.
CPATH scheduler consists of three steps:
Task prioritization: this step takes place when a task is
finishing its execution. This is different than CATS since at
the end of a task execution the algorithm may record the
task execution time (task cost). According to the discovered
task cost CPATH assigns priorities to tasks by traversing the
TDG from top to bottom, introducing the cost of O(2n2),
where n is the number of tasks.
Task submission: when a task becomes ready, it is
submitted to a ready queue. At this point, CPATH decides
whether or not the task is critical and inserts it in the
corresponding ready queue. This step has only slight imple-
mentation differences with CATS and complexity of O(n).
Task-to-core assignment: this step is identical to CATS.
3.2.1 Task Prioritization
Each task of the TDG keeps a list with its successors (slist).
This list is being built when an edge (dependency between
two tasks) is added in the TDG. So when a task dependency
occurs, the corresponding successor task is added in the
slist of its predecessor. For example, on Figure 3, when the
dependency between tasks 2 and 4 occurs, the slist of task
number 2 becomes {4}. This goes on for all the added edges
of the TDG, therefore when the edge 2→5 is inserted in the
TDG, the task number 5 is inserted in the slist of task number
2; so the slist of task number 2 becomes {4, 5}.
The goal of this step is to assign priorities based on the
bottom cost of the tasks of the TDG. We define the bottom
cost of a node on a directed acyclic graph as the maximum
estimated time in the dependency chains from this node to
a leaf node. So the main difference between the bottom level
and the bottom cost is the consideration of the estimated time.
Figure 3 is used to describe the priority assignment with
CPATH. The specific TDG contains tasks of two different
types and two different input sizes. Node color shows the
different task types and the outline of the circle (dashed or
solid) shows the different input sizes. The upper table in
Figure 3 indicates the execution time of the tasks according
1 void taskExit (task* finished) {
2 if( stateOf(finished) == init ) {
3 finished->state = in_progress;
4 return;
5 }
6 if( stateOf(finished) == in_progress ) {
7 timesSet[finished] = finished->execTime;
8 finished->state = tracked;
9 }
10 task* succ;
11 for( succ in finished->successors )
12 if( numPredecessorsOf(succ) == 1 ) {
13 lock();
14 if( succ /∈ entryNodes )
15 entryNodes->push(succ);
16 unlock();
17 }
18 list<task>* updatedList = new list<task>();
19 for( node in entryNodes)
20 updatePriorities(node, updatedList);
21 for( node in updatedList )
22 node->unsetUpdated();
23}
Listing 3: Pseudo-code for taskExit, the function called by
the cores used as reference for tracking the task costs
to their type and input size. The algorithm assumes that
task instances of the same type with the same input size
have the same (or very similar) execution time. To track this
information, CPATH discovers the cost of every possible
task type-input size duple (tt-is duple) that appears on
the TDG. The numbers inside the nodes show the bottom
cost-based priorities that CPATH assigns and the numbers
outside the nodes show their task ID.
The task prioritization step takes place every time a task
finishes execution. CPATH uses a vector to store task costs
and keeps one entry per tt-is. Because CPATH needs to
discover the unbiased critical path of the TDG, it uses one
of the core types as reference to track the task costs. In our
experiments we chose to use as reference the fast cores since
this way the learning phase (that is, the phase where CPATH
discovers the task costs) becomes shorter. To avoid wrong
task cost prediction of future tasks, CPATH ignores the first
execution of each tt-is because usually it takes more time.
Listings 3 and 4 show how the critical path scheduler
performs task prioritization. Whenever a task finishes ex-
ecution on one of the cores used as reference (here: fast
cores) the runtime makes a call to the taskExit routine
shown in Listing 3. At this point, the runtime is aware of
the execution time of the finished task. This function has
the responsibility to update the known task costs and also
perform the prioritization of the tasks on the TDG. The
prioritization is done by the updatePriorities function
of Listing 4. This function is responsible for TDG traversal.
The taskExit function in Listing 3 takes as an argu-
ment the task that has just finished. In order to keep track of
whether the execution time of the tt-is has been discovered
we implement a small finite state machine within this stage.
Every tt-is has three possible states. The initial state is the
init state; this means that the specific tt-is has not yet been
executed so its execution time is totally unknown. When a tt-
is is executed for the first time its state changes from init to
in_progress. This means that a task of this tt-is has been
executed once, but CPATH ignores this cost because the first
instance may not be representative due to cold start effects
6
1 int updatePriorities (task* currT, list* updated) {
2 if( currT == NULL ) return 0;
3 if( isVisited(currT) )
4 return priorityOf(currT);
5 successors = currT->successors;
6 int maxSucc = -1;
7 bool succVisited = true;
8
9 for(succ in successors) {
10 int succPriority;
11 //Avoid double update
12 if( !isUpdated(succ) || !isVisited(succ) ) {
13 succPriority = updatePriorities(succ, updated);
14 succ->setUpdated();
15 updated->push(succ);
16 }
17 else
18 succPriority = priorityOf(succ);
19 if(succPriority > maxSucc)
20 maxSucc = succPriority;
21 succVisited = succVisited && isVisited(succ);
22 }
23 if( timeIsTracked(currT) ) {
24 currT->priority = (maxSucc + timesSet[currT]);
25 if(succVisited && groupOf(currT) < twDetected)
26 currT->setVisited();
27 }
28 else
29 currT->priority = maxSucc + 1;
30
31 return priorityOf(currT);
32}
Listing 4: Pseudo-code for task prioritization with CPATH
and one sample may not be enough history for prediction.
While the tt-is of a node is in init or in_progress state
its execution time is considered to be 1. After the second
execution of a tt-is the state of it becomes tracked meaning
that the execution time has been tracked and can be used for
the computation of the priorities.
After the first checks of the tt-is state (lines 2-9 of List-
ing 3) the algorithm traverses the slist of the finished task
and searches for the successors that become ready by the
end of the execution of this task. This is identified by the fact
that the ready-to-be successors have one unique (remaining)
predecessor (e.g. the just finished task). These successors are
inserted in the entryNodes list (lines 11-16 of Listing 3).
For each one of the entry nodes the updatePriorities
function is called (line 19 of Listing 3); this performs a top
to bottom traversal of the TDG and updates the priorities.
Due to the properties of the top-to-bottom TDG traver-
sal, the algorithm has to make sure that every node is
prioritized only once per updatePriorities call. This
is controlled by checking the updated flag of each node
of the TDG. To visualize this situation let us assume that
task number 2 of the TDG on Figure 3 finishes. Then the
entryNodes list contains three tasks that will start the
update: {4, 5, 6}. The update that starts from task number 4
marks tasks 4, 7, 11 and 13 as updated. Then, during the
update of task number 5, the algorithm knows that task
13 has already been prioritized during the same update so
there is no need to apply the algorithm at this node again.
This example does not show too much optimization because
in this case the update of only one node is saved, but in real
applications this node could have numerous successors for
whom the priority update would be a large overhead.
The raising of the updated flag is something temporal
and is only used for helping the prioritization of a single
update. There are cases when CPATH needs to raise a
permanent flag in order to mark that the priority of the task
will not change again in the future, e.g. it is the final priority.
This happens when the execution times of all the tt-is that
appear on the TDG have been discovered, for the tasks that
their priorities are up to date. To mark these tasks CPATH
uses the visited flag. If a task is visited, there is no need
to get prioritized again. To clarify this, let us assume that in
Figure 3 the task costs of the tt-is TaskA-Input2 and TaskB-
Input2 are known. During the next prioritization, tasks 11
(TaskB-Input2), 12 (TaskA-Input2) and 13 (TaskA-Input2) in
the TDG will be set as visited, because their priorities consist
of the sum of known task execution times and they do not
have any successors (with unknown execution times). So, an
additional priority update in cases like this is redundant.
Listing 4 shows what happens during the the update
of one entry node. The arguments of this function are
currT, that is the entry node being updated, and updated,
that is the list with the updated nodes. This list is being
filled throughout the priority update in order to unset the
updated flag later. The lines 2-4 of Listing 4 perform the
checks that would cause the traversal to finish. If the node is
not visited, then the algorithm traverses its successors. Note
that, at this point, there is no check for updated flag, since
tasks in the entryNodes are unlikely to be updated. Up-
dated nodes can only be discovered through recursive calls
and this check is performed later. If a successor is updated
or visited, the priority update is skipped for the reasons
explained above. Otherwise, the updatePriorities is
called recursively for the current successor. This happens
until we detect a node that is updated, visited or is a leaf
node (node with no successors) of the TDG. When the
algorithm reaches a node ready for update it calculates its
priority by summing the highest priority of its successors to
the execution time, if known, of the current node (lines 24,
29). Finally, the visited flag of the task is being updated.
There are three conditions that mark a task as visited:
(a) if its execution time is known (line 23), (b) if all of its
successors are visited (line 25) or (c) if we have encountered
a taskwait (barrier) after the creation of this task (line 25).
The last condition confirms that it is safe to mark this
task as visited as there will be no future successors of this
task on the current TDG. To track this information we use
an atomic variable, twDetected, which is increased every
time a taskwait is encountered. At creation time, each task is
assigned a group ID which is the value of the twDetected
at that moment. If the group ID of a task is less than the
current twDetected value then this means that a taskwait
has occurred after the creation of this task.
3.2.2 Task Submission and Task-to-Core Assignment
The task submission is implemented using the same
critical and non-critical ready queues as in CATS.
Listing 2 can be used to describe the task submission of
CPATH. The only modification needed is in the condi-
tion of the lines 6 and 7 of Listing 2. In addition to the
maxPriority, CPATH keeps track of the maxExecTime
which is the cost of the last discovered critical task. CPATH
extends the condition of the critical task consideration by
checking whether the priority of the current task is equal
to maxPriority - 1 or if it is equal to maxPriority
7- maxExecTime. Moreover, the value of maxExecTime is
updated accordingly to the maxPriority.
Finally, task-to-core assignment is identical to CATS as
described in Section 3.1.3. According to this, fast cores are
responsible for the execution of the tasks in the critical
queue and slow cores for the tasks in the non-critical queue.
3.3 Hybrid Criticality Scheduler
The Hybrid Criticality Scheduler (HYBRID) is a combina-
tion of the CATS and CPATH scheduling policies. HYBRID
keeps the simplicity of the implementation of CATS and
introduces the task execution time only if available. This
results in an efficient low-overhead scheduler that computes
the critical path of a TDG more faithfully than CATS and
with lower overheads than CPATH. This section describes
HYBRID through its relation to CATS and CPATH described
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. We focus our description on the
task prioritization, since task submission and task-to-core
assignment for HYBRID are identical to CPATH.
As shown, CPATH computes priorities on task comple-
tion. The algorithm for priority computation is an expensive
operation and is in the critical path of the execution: on
task completion the core becomes available but the start
of the next task is delayed by priority computation. Also,
when multiple cores are completing tasks, there will be
contention on accessing the TDG for priority computation.
On the other hand, CATS computes priorities during task
creation. The computation of priorities during task creation
is more efficient because, unless there is nested parallelism,
one core creates all tasks and therefore there is no contention
on priority computation. The downside is that there is
potentially less information available on tt-is pair execution
time on task creation, as some task type may have not been
executed yet at the time all tasks are created.
HYBRID tracks task execution time on task completion
and stores this information in a vector. This means that
it also implements the taskExit function of CPATH that
is called on task completion but, in the case of HYBRID,
taskExit is only responsible of recording the execution
time of the exiting task. This functionality is represented
in lines 2-9 of Listing 3 and, after this code, the function re-
turns. The priority assignment, taking place on task creation,
remains similar to CATS 1 with the only difference that task
cost is used for priority computation only if known and,
otherwise, the cost is assigned to 1 and priority is increased
according to CATS (lines 7 and 8 of Listing 1).
When comparing CPATH and HYBRID schedulers their
logical operation is similar. However the difference in their
implementation may result in different task priorities po-
tentially leading to different schedules. For applications
with small TDGs, HYBRID may not be able to compute an
accurate critical path because task creation does not over-
lap with a sufficient amount of task exits. Therefore, task
execution information will not be available during priority
computation and HYBRID will prioritize based on bottom-
level priorities (like CATS). If the application has a large
TDG and task creation overlaps with a sufficient amount of
task exits, HYBRID will use bottom-cost priorities.
1. All of the HYBRID scheduling steps have the same time complexity
as CATS
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Fig. 4: Priority assignment with HYBRID scheduler. Priority
update when the edge between tasks 12 and 13 is created
Figure 4 shows an example of task prioritization with
HYBRID. The tables show the state (or exec. time) of the tt-is
pairs that appear on the TDG. Gray or white nodes indicate
different task types (A or B respectively) and solid or dashed
node outlines indicate task input size (1 or 2 respectively).
The numbers inside the nodes show task priorities and the
numbers outside the nodes show the task id.
On the leftmost TDG, the algorithm has no information
about any of the tt-is costs. As the leftmost table shows,
for all the possible tt-is the state is init meaning no task
has been executed yet. Since the tasks of the TDG have
been created, they have been prioritized using the CATS
priority assignment method and the bottom level based
priorities. On the rightmost TDG, tasks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
8 have been executed and a new task has appeared on the
TDG: task number 13. When the edge 12→13 is created,
tasks begin to be prioritized. Initially, the priority of the
new task 13 is the cost of this task’s tt-is, i.e., type A and
input 2 (TaskA-Input2). Since there are no successors of
this task, this becomes its initial priority. Then, the plist of
task 13 is traversed and the priority of task 12 changes to
priorityOf(13)+costOf(TaskA-Input2) since task 12 is corre-
sponding to the TaskA-Input2 tt-is. Moving to the upper
levels, task 10 is of tt-is TaskA-Input1 that is on the init
state, thus unknown cost. This translates to the use of
bottom level based prioritization so the priority of task 10
becomes priorityOf(12)+1. Finally, task 9 is prioritized using
the cost of the TaskA-Input2 tt-is and the TDG navigation
stops since there are no other predecessors.
3.4 Dynamic Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
Scheduler
The Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algo-
rithm [11] is a static scheduling approach for asymmetric
systems. HEFT consists of two compile-time phases that
use profiling information: the task prioritizing phase and the
processor selection phase. In the first phase, the algorithm
assigns priorities to the tasks based on their upward rank,
that is, the length of the critical path from a given task to the
exit task including task computation and communication
costs [11]. When task prioritizing is done, the tasks are
sorted according to their priorities. In the processor selection
phase the algorithm searches for each task the appropriate
processor to execute it. By keeping communication and
8computation costs, HEFT assigns each task to the processor
that will finish its execution at the earliest possible time.
Topcuoglu et al. [11] present their results based on evalua-
tion on synthetic TDGs and assume known task execution
and communication times at compile time. The scheduling
is static, so all the decisions are taken before execution.
In this paper, since the evaluation consists of running
real applications with unknown task costs, the best way
to compare HEFT to our proposal is by using a dynamic
version of HEFT algorithm (dHEFT). The dHEFT is imple-
mented in the OmpSs programming model and is based on
the implementation used in the evaluation of CATS [13].
This version assumes two different types of cores (fast and
slow) and keeps records of the task costs in each core.
DHEFT discovers the task costs at runtime, computes the
mean cost of each tt-is for each core type and then finds the
core that will finish the task at the earliest possible time.
To find the earliest possible executor, dHEFT maintains
one list per core (wlist) including the ready tasks waiting
to be executed by that core. When a task becomes ready,
dHEFT first inserts it in the ordered ready queue; then the
task with the highest upward rank is selected and dHEFT
checks if there are execution time records for this task. If the
number of records is sufficient (we require a minimum of
three records) then the estimated cost of the task is consid-
ered stable. Using that estimated execution time, the task is
scheduled to the earliest executor by consulting the wlist of
all cores. If the number of records is not sufficient for one
of the core types, then the task is scheduled to the earliest
executor of this core type to get another record of that
task-type and core-type execution time. In all cases, dHEFT
updates the history of records on every task execution to
adapt for phase changes in the application. 2
The initial dHEFT version presented in previous
work [13] lacks the task prioritizing phase of the original
HEFT algorithm. This paper, uses an improved version of
dHEFT that adds this functionality by prioritizing tasks
according to their upward rank. The implementation of this
is similar to the CPATH prioritization step. When the priori-
tized tasks become ready, they are inserted in a sorted ready
queue in decreasing order of their priorities. The algorithm
then accesses the tasks in the order of their priorities to find
the earliest executor for each of them.
4 EVALUATION
4.1 Methodology
We measure the execution time of five applications us-
ing CATS, CPATH, HYBRID, dHEFT and the default BF
scheduler. The execution time corresponds to the average
of 10 executions of the application on each machine set-up.
Our test bed comprises a real big.LITTLE processor and a
simulated heterogeneous system.
The Hardkernel Odroid-XU3 development board has an
8-core Samsung Exynos 5422 chip with an ARM big.LITTLE
architecture and 2GB of LPDDR3 RAM at 933MHz. The
chip has four Cortex-A15 cores clocked at 1.6GHz and four
2. The time complexity of the task submission step is O(nN ) and the
task-to-core assignment is O(n), where n is the number of tasks and N
is the number of cores.
Cortex-A7 cores at 800MHz. The four Cortex-A15 cores form
a cluster with a shared 2MB L2 cache, and the Cortex-A7
share a 512KB L2 cache. The two clusters are coherent, so a
single shared memory application can run on both clusters,
using up to eight cores simultaneously. In our experiments,
we evaluate a set of possible combinations of fast and slow
cores varying the total number of cores from two to eight.
For the remainder of the paper, we refer to Cortex-A15 cores
as big and to Cortex-A7 cores as little.
To evaluate heterogeneous scheduling on larger multi-
core systems we use the heterogeneous multi-core TaskSim
simulator [16]. TaskSim allows the specification of a hetero-
geneous system with two different types of cores: fast and
slow. We can configure the amount of cores of each type and
the difference in performance between the different types
(performance ratio) in the TaskSim configuration file. In our
experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of the schedulers
on 8 distinct heterogeneous machine configurations. These
comprise systems with 16 or 32 total number of cores, and
the number of fast cores ranging from 1 to 16. We set
the performance ratio between fast and slow cores to 4.5×
because this is the average performance ratio observed on
the real machine for the benchmarks of this evaluation.
For both real and simulated platforms, each set-up has a
given number of total and big cores. For all the scheduling
approaches we present their speedup over the execution on
one little core, shown in Equation 1.
Speedup(total, big) =
Exec. time(1, 0)
Exec. time(total, big)
(1)
4.2 Applications
We use five scientific applications implemented in the
OmpSs programming model: Cholesky factorization, QR
factorization, Heat diffusion, Integral Histogram and Body-
track. These benchmarks are accessible in the BSC Applica-
tion Repository [17] and in the PARSECSs library [18].
Cholesky factorization is a dense matrix operation that
is used for solving linear equations in linear least square
systems. The OmpSs implementation of Cholesky blocks the
input matrix into square blocks of floats and each task is
responsible for performing the factorization on one block.
QR Factorization is a linear algebra algorithm that is
used to solve the linear least squares problem [19]. We eval-
uate the performance of a blocked, communication avoiding
QR implementation in OmpSs. We use an input blocked
matrix of 8192×8192 doubles forming 16×16 blocks.
Heat diffusion uses the Gauss-Seidel method to com-
pute the heat distribution on a matrix from x heat sources.
Heat diffusion implements an iterative solver of the equa-
tion that invokes the Gauss-Seidel method until the desired
convergence is reached. We use a matrix of 8192×8192
doubles and block size of 512×512.
Integral histogram is a method to compute a cumulative
histogram for each pixel of an image. The OmpSs implemen-
tation performs a horizontal and a vertical scan that transmit
histograms to the blocks that reside on the right or below the
current block. Due to these transmissions, the application
introduces many task dependencies. We use as input an
image of 4096×4096 pixels and block size of 512×512.
9TABLE 2: Evaluated benchmarks and relevant characteristics
Application Problem size #Tasks
#Task
types
Avg task exec.
time (µs)
Per task overheads (µs)
CATS CPATH HYBRID Measured
perf. ratio
Cholesky
factorization
8×8 blocks of 1024×1024 floats 120 10 314 660 81.19 115.29 112.41
16×16 blocks of 512×512 floats 816 4 1 551 322 104.76 238.02 194.28 3.48
32×32 blocks of 512×512 floats 5984 1 551 322 104.76 238.02 194.28
QR factorization 16×16 blocks of 512×512 doubles 1 496 4 11 651 079 1 419.33 2 580.41 1 451.74 6.86
Heat diffusion 16×16 blocks of 512×512 doubles 5 124 3 93 198 145.17 748.84 170.00 3.68
Int. Histogram 8×8 blocks of 512×512 floats 2 048 2 514 096 217.45 62.07 263.62 2.23
Bodytrack native input (851MB) 408 525 6 41 869 93.90 120.93 120.93 4.14
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Fig. 5: Task cost distribution for each application. Results are based on 4BIG-core executions. x axis shows the cost of the
tasks and y axis shows the number of tasks with the corresponding task cost.
Bodytrack is an application that tracks a marker-less
human body using multiple cameras through an image
sequence. The OmpSs version implements a two-stage par-
allel pipeline for the image processing. The two stages are
synchronized through the OmpSs dataflow annotations. We
use the native input of the benchmark suite [18].
Table 2 shows the different configurations and charac-
teristics of the applications. The performance ratio between
big and little cores depends on the application. For example,
the difference between the issue rate and throughput of
double-precision floating point units of both types of cores is
larger than the difference for single-precision floating point
instructions. Therefore, applications with heavy double-
precision operation (e.g. QR) get a larger benefit from
running on the big cores, than single-precision dominated
applications (e.g integral histogram), as shown in Table 2.
The average per task overhead for each scheduler is
negligible compared to the average task execution time
shown in Table 2. Specifically, CATS has the lowest per task
overheads. Next is HYBRID and the least efficient is CPATH.
This is because of the complexity of the CPATH algorithm
that takes place whenever the TDG needs to be updated.
On the other hand, CATS and HYBRID have negligible
overheads caused by the task prioritization. For dHEFT,
the search of the appropriate worker for a task becomes an
obstacle in performance. Table 2 lacks the per task overheads
of dHEFT because they appear to be too high due to the
fact that the most intensive computations of dHEFT take
place during the cores’ idle time. Thus, the natural idle time
of cores is also encountered as scheduling overhead and
could not be separated, so it is unfair to present such results
for comparison. Normally these obstacles in heterogeneous
schedulers are paid off by the more effective task execution.
To more precisely characterise the benchmarks, we plot
the task cost variability for each benchmark on Figure 5. For
each of these plots, the x axis shows the normalized task cost
and the y axis the number of tasks that correspond to this
task cost (e.g. how many tasks have this cost). This is used
in the next section to classify how heterogeneous each ap-
plication is and explain the behaviour of the heterogeneous
schedulers that take into account the execution time.
4.3 Real Environment Evaluation
Figure 6 shows the speedup of CATS, CPATH, HYBRID,
dHEFT and BF when running the applications on all eight
cores of the Odroid-XU3. Cholesky and Integral Histogram
operate on single-precision data, while QR and Heat Dif-
fusion operate on double-precision. Double-precision ap-
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Fig. 6: Speedup of CATS, CPATH, HYBRID, dHEFT and BF
on 8 cores compared to the ideal
plications get larger speedups over one little core because
they benefit from a larger performance ratio when running
on a big core. In the case of Bodytrack, the out-of-order
processing power of the big cores helps on the efficient
execution and creates a high performance ratio between
big and little cores. For most of the cases, CATS scales
better than the rest of the schedulers. The shortening of
the critical path by running all critical tasks on big cores
effectively reduces total execution time when running on all
cores. CPATH scheduler does not achieve as high speedup
as the other heterogeneous scheduling approaches but it still
outperforms the baseline (BF) approach.
Figure 7 shows the average speedup obtained for each
scheduler and machine set-up. Overall, the heterogeneous
schedulers outperform the platform-unaware BF scheduler.
Specifically, CATS and HYBRID achieve a higher speedup
by detecting critical tasks. We observe that their perfor-
mance is approximately the same and this is due to the fact
that HYBRID exploits the same CATS criticality in case the
execution time of the task is not yet resolved. CPATH is
less effective due to the additional overheads of the top-to-
bottom TDG traversal. Since the evaluated dHEFT version is
improved from previous studies [13], it shows better perfor-
mance, although it still does not reach the efficiency of CATS
and HYBRID because of its task criticality agnosticism.
Moving in more detail, Figure 8 shows the speedup
obtained for each application, scheduler and machine set-
up. We classify the benchmarks according to their task cost
variability to easier explain the results.
Heat diffusion is the kernel with the lowest task vari-
ability (e.g. the most homogeneous benchmark) as shown
in Figure 5d. CATS, HYBRID and dHEFT increase the
performance of heat by 10% on 8 cores and obtain similar
results for the other numbers of cores by rearranging the
tasks according to the type of the resources. Due to its high
per-task overheads shown on Table 2 and the homogeneity
of the benchmark, CPATH scheduler cannot outperform BF
scheduler. Moreover, for this benchmark, CPATH detects
only 23% of the tasks to be critical while CATS and HYBRID
detect approximately 54%, when running on 8 cores. This
happens because with CPATH, it is more likely to have
zero-priority tasks during the task submission step, due to
the post-exit task priority assignment that the algorithm
introduces. These tasks are considered non-critical, which
limits the utilization of the big cores with CPATH.
Cholesky 16×16 has also low task cost variability. The
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Fig. 7: Average speedups obtained for each scheduler
improvements of CATS, dHEFT and HYBRID over BF are
limited to around 7% when running on 8 cores. These
schedulers perform almost the same for the rest numbers
of cores and CPATH performs almost the same as BF. The
increased overheads of CPATH do not pay off with better
schedules since, for the same reason as in the case of Heat
diffusion, only 10% of the tasks are marked as critical on 8
cores (while 21% CATS and 16% HYBRID).
Bodytrack shows low task cost variability, since 99% of
its tasks have similar execution times. In this case, contrarily
to the previous benchmarks CPATH manages to achieve
similar speedups to CATS and HYBRID and outperform BF
by up to 15%. This is due to the very high number of tasks
of bodytrack; CPATH overcomes its overheads by using the
detected task execution times for a higher number of tasks.
In other words, the learning phase of CPATH becomes a
smaller proportion of the total execution of the benchmark.
Since bodytrack has so many tasks, the per-task overhead of
CPATH is around 120us while for CATS it is 93us. On the
other hand, dHEFT shows poor performance because of the
overheads of analyzing a TDG with a high number of tasks
to compute the earliest finish time schedule.
Integral histogram is characterized by medium task cost
variability and high amount of tasks. This benchmark is de-
pendency intensive with limited parallelism, which makes
scheduling decisions very important. CATS and HYBRID
schedulers achieve the best results since they focus more on
the TDG structure and dependencies, improving BF by 30%
and 27% respectively. CPATH and dHEFT are slightly less
efficient and improve BF by 19 and 21% respectively.
For Cholesky 8×8, the heterogeneous schedulers CATS,
HYBRID and dHEFT constantly improve the performance
of BF and reach up to 45% improvement on 8 cores. It is
observed here that dHEFT indeed performs better when
the number of tasks is limited as this workload has 120
tasks in total. The additional overheads of CPATH do not
compensate with increased performance in this case because
there are not enough tasks to apply the better scheduling.
QR factorization is the highest task cost variability
benchmark as shown in Figure 5c. This is the reason why
HYBRID gradually outperforms CATS as we increase the
number of cores. With a small additional overhead, as
Table 2 shows, HYBRID manages to detect critical tasks that
reside on the critical path and boost their execution reaching
17% improvement over the baseline. For this benchmark,
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Fig. 8: Speedups obtained for each scheduler and each application
CPATH also reaches a 13% improvement over BF since
task cost matters in this case. However, CPATH speedup
is still limited compared to HYBRID because of the higher
scheduling overheads which in this case is 1.8× higher
than CATS overheads. dHEFT also improves BF by finding
the earliest executor of each task, but the improvement is
limited to 11% which is lower than the other approaches.
This section showed a straight comparison between dif-
ferent heterogeneous schedulers. It is important to note that
schedulers like CPATH and HYBRID, that detect the time-
based critical path, are the best choices when the application
has a large amount of tasks. This is because the additional
overheads of these schedulers for critical path computation
take place only when there are new tasks on the TDG
or when there is a task exit of an untracked tt-is. When
the TDG has been completely created, and as soon as the
cost of every tt-is of the application has been tracked, the
schedules of these approaches are purely beneficial. On the
other hand, schedulers like dHEFT perform the same steps
for every single task that becomes ready, affecting the entire
execution since the exit of a task triggers the execution
of its successors that become ready. Thus, as the number
of tasks is increased, the additional scheduling overheads
are increased when using dHEFT-like approaches. CATS
scheduler is an efficient scheduling solution for any number
of tasks and task cost distributions. The additional CATS
overheads take place only during task creation and are
smaller than CPATH overheads with the drawback of not
considering the task execution time. If we have to choose the
best and most generic heterogeneous scheduling approach
among the presented schedulers the HYBRID scheduler is
the best choice, since it computes an accurate critical path
only when it comes at a low cost.
4.4 Simulations
To estimate the impact of the heterogeneity-aware sched-
ulers on larger systems, we run three benchmarks using
the TaskSim simulator [16]. The results contain a fixed
scheduling overhead for all configurations, regardless of the
dynamic overheads during execution (e.g., work stealing).
We simulate Cholesky, QR and Heat diffusion. These appli-
cations feature different levels of task cost variability and
have a proper amount of tasks so that the error introduced
by the static overhead assumption remains negligible (e.g.,
bodytrack that creates 408 525 tasks should not be com-
pared to a 5 000 task benchmark and static overhead). For
Cholesky, we use an input matrix of 16384×16384 floats
creating 512×512 blocks, which results in a 32×32 blocked
matrix. This is because the other Cholesky configurations
do not scale to 32 cores due to the limited task number.
However, the task cost variability is similar to the 16× 16
input since the task size is not modified. Integral Histogram
is excluded from the simulated evaluation because it does
not scale beyond 16 cores.
Figures 9a, 9b and 9c show the improvement of dHEFT,
CATS, HYBRID and CPATH over BF in systems with 16
and 32 cores for Cholesky, QR and heat respectively. In
these experiments, the performance ratio between fast and
slow cores is set to 4.5, which is the average performance
ratio among the benchmarks. The heterogeneous schedulers
utilize fast cores more effectively than BF, which results in
larger improvements with higher number of fast cores.
Figure 9a shows the improvement of the schedulers over
the baseline for Cholesky. The improvement for 16 cores is
comparatively small. This is due to the increased problem
size used in this experiment. This benchmark creates a small
amount of critical tasks in the 32×32 input, which makes
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the workload less sensitive to critical tasks and limits the
improvement of CATS and HYBRID to a maximum of 17%,
while CPATH and dHEFT outperform BF by up to 10%.
Figure 9b shows that the best option for QR, the applica-
tion with the highest task cost variability, on systems with
16 or 32 cores is the HYBRID scheduler, as was also shown
in the real platform evaluation, bringing improvements of
30 and 56%. CATS also performs well but CPATH falls short
in detecting an appropriate amount of critical tasks which
makes the little cores overloaded and the big cores waste
their resources in work stealing.
For heat diffusion, Figure 9c shows that CATS achieves
the best results outperforming BF by a factor of 2×. More-
over, HYBRID achieves similar results as it performs similar
schedules as CATS. However, CPATH fails to achieve op-
timal results because it overloads the big cores during the
learning phase while the little cores remain under-utilized.
5 RELATED WORK
The search for efficient task scheduling on multi-core sys-
tems has been intensively studied. Most scheduling heuris-
tics target homogeneous multiprocessors, nevertheless there
is an important number of studies in heterogeneous multi-
processors. In this section we give an overview of different
categories of heterogeneous schedulers and explain details
of previous works on criticality-aware schedulers.
Schedulers for Heterogeneous Systems: There are pre-
vious works on schedulers for heterogeneous systems that
form four different types of schedulers: listing, clustering,
guided-random, and duplication-based schedulers.
Listing schedulers [9], [10], [11], [12], [20], [21], [22] have
two scheduling stages. In the first stage, each task is given a
priority based on the policy defined in each algorithm. In the
second stage, tasks are assigned to processors depending on
their priorities. Most criticality-aware schedulers fall in this
category, and we discuss them in Section 5. The scheduler
proposed in this paper is also a list scheduler.
Clustering schedulers [9], [23], [24], [25] first separate
tasks into clusters, where each cluster is to be executed on
the same processor. During the clustering stage, the algo-
rithm assumes an unlimited number of available processors
in the system. If the number of clusters exceeds the number
of available cores, the merging stage joins multiple clusters
so that they match the number of available processors. An
example is the Levelized Min Time [25] clustering scheduler.
This heuristic clusters tasks that can execute in parallel
according to their level (i.e. sibling nodes in a graph have
the same level), and assigns priorities to the tasks in a cluster
according to their cost, (i.e. tasks with the highest cost have
the highest priority). The task-to processor assignment is
done in decreasing order of priority.
Guided-random schedulers randomize their schedules
by applying policies influenced by other sciences. Genetic
algorithms [26] group tasks into generations and schedule
them according to a randomized genetic technique. Chemi-
cal reaction algorithms [27], [28] mimic molecular interac-
tions to map tasks to processors. Some of these guided-
random approaches are designed for heterogeneous sys-
tems [26], [27]. The scheduler by Page et al. [29] enables dy-
namic scheduling of multiple-sized tasks for heterogeneous
systems, but it lacks support of inter-task dependencies.
Duplication-based schedulers [30], [31], [32] aim to elim-
inate communication costs between processors by schedul-
ing tasks and their successors on the same processor. If
a task has many successors, it is duplicated and executed
in multiple cores prior to its successors to reduce commu-
nication costs. This scheduling may introduce redundant
task duplications tasks which may lead to bad schedules.
The Heterogeneous Economical Duplication scheduler [32]
performs task duplication cautiously as it removes the re-
dundant duplicates if they do not affect performance.
These previous works schedule tasks statically and as-
sume the prior knowledge of the task execution times on
the different processor types in the heterogeneous system.
Criticality-Aware Schedulers: Several previous works
propose scheduling heuristics that focus on the critical path
of a TDG to reduce total execution time [9], [10], [11], [12],
[33]. To identify the tasks on the critical path, most of
these works use the concept of upward rank and downward
rank. The upward rank of a task is the maximum sum of
computation and communication cost of the tasks in the
dependency chains from that task to an exit node in the
graph. The downward rank of a task is the maximum sum
of computation and communication cost of the tasks in the
dependency chain from an entry node to that task. Each task
has an upward rank and downward rank for each processor
type in the heterogeneous system, as the computation and
communication costs differ across core types.
The Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algo-
rithm [11] maintains a list of tasks sorted in decreasing order
of their upward rank. At each schedule step, HEFT assigns
the task with the highest upward rank to the processor that
finishes the execution of the task at the earliest possible time.
Another work is the Longest Dynamic Critical Path (LDCP)
algorithm [10]. LDCP also statically schedules first the task
with the highest upward rank on every schedule step. The
difference between LDCP and HEFT is that LDCP updates
the computation and communication costs on multiple pro-
cessors of the scheduled task by the costs discovered in the
processor to which it was assigned.
The Critical-Path-on-a-Processor (CPOP) algorithm [11]
also maintains a list of tasks sorted in decreasing order as in
HEFT, but in this case it is ordered according to the addition
of their upward rank and downward rank. The tasks with the
highest upward rank + downward rank belong to the critical
path. On each step, these tasks are statically assigned to the
processor that minimizes the critical-path execution time.
The main weaknesses of these works are that (a) they
assume prior knowledge of the computation and communi-
cation costs of each individual task on each processor type,
(b) they operate statically on the whole TDG, so they do not
apply to dynamically scheduled applications where only
a part of the TDG is available at any given time, and (c)
most of them use synthetic TDGs that are not necessarily
representative of the dependencies in real workloads.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the first critical-path-aware dynamic sched-
uler for heterogeneous systems as well as the first hy-
brid criticality-aware scheduler. Like CATS and contrary
to previous works on criticality-aware scheduling that use
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Fig. 9: Improvement of heterogeneous schedulers over BF for simulated 16 and 32 core heterogeneous systems
synthetic TDGs and require prior knowledge of profiling
information, our proposals work on real platforms with real
applications and do not require off-line profiling.
We implemented and evaluated our scheduling pro-
posals in the runtime system of the OmpSs programming
model. We showed that even if the accuracy of CPATH
is higher in terms of task criticality identification, it does
not always increase performance. Factors like the number
of tasks and task cost variability play an important role
on choosing the most appropriate scheduling policy and
improve the performance of task-based applications. The
implementations shown in this paper will be included in
the next stable release of the OmpSs programming model.
Furthermore, the described policies are expected to be
applicable to other task-based programming models with
support for task dependencies.
In conclusion, this paper shows the potential of dif-
ferent heterogeneous schedulers to speed up dependency-
intensive applications and take advantage of the asymmetric
compute resources. As future work, we aim to provide a
single smart scheduler that dynamically adapts the most
appropriate scheduling policy depending to the applica-
tion’s characteristics and availability of resources, with the
possibility of tracking the task costs on all the core types to
cover the case when a core type is not always faster, and po-
tentially using off-line profiling to alleviate the overhead of
task cost tracking at runtime. In addition, these schedulers
could be extended to assume more than two core types. This
can be done by applying multiple levels of criticality to the
tasks, and assign each task to the corresponding core type
depending on its performance.
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